
Have you ever wished there was a day
just for children? Well in Japan, there is! 
Children’s Day is celebrated each year on 
May 5 to honor the healthy growth and 
happiness of children. As part of that 
celebration, one cloth streamer in the 
shape of a koi fish is hung for each child 
in the house. These streamers are called 
koinobori and represent the desire for 
each child to grow up strong and brave— 
just like a koi fish that has to swim 
upstream against strong currents. Make 
your own koinobori to celebrate your 
unique strength!

On one of your pieces of paper, draw 
the outline of a koi fish. Then, place the 
second paper under the first piece of 
paper, hold them firmly together, and
cut out around the outline of your koi 
fish drawing. You will end up with two 
koi fish. (Holding the papers together 
and cutting both at the same time will 
help the two sides of your fish to be
the same size and shape.)

Use your markers, pens, or crayons to 
decorate your fish any way you want!

2 - 8.5x11 sheets of paper, white or colored 
tissue paper
scissors
craft glue
toilet paper roll
yarn, about 45 centimeters (18 inches) 
clear tape
markers, pens, or crayons 
2 googly eyes
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Cut your tissue paper into at least
three long, narrow strips. Then, on the 
uncolored side of one of your fish 
bodies, glue the strips of tissue paper
to the tail so that they will hang out of 
the bottom of your koinobori and wave 
in the wind. 

Tape the toilet paper roll to the inside
of the same fish body. Place the toilet 
paper roll close to the top of the fish. 
This will give your fish a large open 
mouth like a koi fish. Tape the ends of 
your piece of yarn, one on each side of 
the toilet paper roll. This will be the yarn 
you will use to hang your koinobori.

Place both sides of your fish on top of 
each other, making sure the decorated 
sides are facing out! Tape around the 
edges of both fish pieces to create one 
fish body with an open mouth and 
streamers flowing down. You are 
finished! Hang your koinobori in a
place where you will see it and be 
reminded of your strength and bravery.
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